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PO Box 447 
Hollidaysburg, PA 16648 

Toll Free Number 
1-800 807-7006 

Seven D Industries, LP., located in 
central Pennsylvania, is a premier 
manufacturer of premium vinyl 

replacement and new construction 
windows, patio doors and architectural 

shapes. Our window products are 
designed and manufactured with the 

latest technology by skilled craftsmen to 
enhance your home with energy 

efficient comfort, lasting beauty and 
resilience.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT UPDATE:

February 2020

Like our Window? 
Review us 

on 

Double and single hungs are equipped with a balance system. It not 
only allows you to tilt the sash out to clean, but it is key to a user-
friendly experience when operating. The system is made up of the 
main mechanism (coil or spring) and a pivot shoe. There are two 
options available for the balance system when ordering. The block 
and tackle system is a standard for new construction while the 
constant force coil system is standard in replacement windows.  

The Open Window
www.7Dindustries.com 

 
Phone   814-317-4077      FAX   814-317-4062

As of January 21, 2020 
Acknowledgements will now 

display the U Factor, Solar Gain, 
Visual Transmission, Air Leakage, 

and DP-Rating when possible. 
This will help when comparing 

window features & specs.

Contact your Seven D Representative 
for more information

Order 10 windows/
patio doors & receive a 

Seven D Hoodie Balance cover included

Smaller EGRESS size

Easily Replaceable  
with screwdriver

There is an instructional video on how to replace them  
www.7Dindustries.com > Video Library > Replacing balance
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Both sashes conveniently tilt in for indoor cleaning. 
Recessed tilt latches ensure easy operation.

Triple weatherstripping at three points of contact 
for every intersecting row. This triple protection  
creates an airtight seal at sill and checkrail.

Calibrated, constant force style balances are  
concealed in the jamb for invisible control  
- they keep the sash open at any height.

Exterior sloped sill forces water to drain off window 
exterior preventing water from entering the home. 
(Exterior view of window.)

Gently curved sash lift on bottom rail provides  
ease of operation.

Standard Cam lock and keeper pulls the  
checkrail together, sealing both sash securely.  
Color coordinated to match window.

Heavy duty aluminum halfscreen with fiberglass mesh 
screen standard - full screen also available.

Double hung windows
Double Hung windows are best suited to traditional 
architectural styles.  Both sashes on a double hung 
windows slide vertically past each other and tilt in  
for easy cleaning.
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Platinum Double Hung

Width                   20”             48” 

Height                  30”            80”

MinMax

Double Hung style options

Multiple windows (of the same style) 
can be mulled together at the factory 
to create one unit. Choose either a 
twin unit (2 windows) or a triple unit 
(3 windows).

Multiple Units

Top sash is 
taller than  
bottom sash.

Cottage
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Bottom sash 
is taller than 
top sash.

Oriel

All Platinum Series window styles can be  
“mixed & matched” to create configurations 
that compliment your home and match your 
individual style.

Custom Window Configuration

The smaller sash stop at the top of the balance 
allows for a smaller EGRESS size on New 

Construction. (ex. 37 ⅝ x 57 meets EGRESS)

Balance covers for Constant Force hides the 
coil balance inside the channel for a clean & 

sleek finish.

6000 Series ONLY

Interchangeable in  
7000 series windows
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